See how our easy-to-use software simplifies everything from referencing codes to preventive maintenance strategies, helping you prepare for inspections and stay compliant.

3 WAYS TO STAY COMPLIANT WITH TheWorxHub™

1. OPEN DEFICIENCY DASHBOARD
   - View all compliance-related work in one place
   - Communicate easily between the maintenance team and key facility stakeholders
   - Provide exception-based data in real time

2. EOC ROUNDING
   - Use healthcare-specific templates for rounding and inspections
   - Provide data capturing for environmental tours and surveys
   - Automatically create corrective work orders from failed inspections
   - Utilize mobile barcoding to track, manage and quickly look up asset information

3. COMPLIANCE CODES
   - See code references to The Joint Commission and the National Fire Protection Association
   - Easily track variances in compliance-related activity

Take the next step toward compliance delivered from the cloud with TheWorxHub